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FOREVER YOUNG
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SELF-ADHESIVE FILM MANUFACTURER FOR OVER 30 YEARS

HEXIS are delighted to be launching a new generation car body protection film.

The new BODYFENCE range has been developed by HEXIS R&D based on  
cutting-edge technology and will protect your vehicle against external aggressions:

 - Scratches
 - Stone chips
 - Abrasion
 - UV rays 

In addition, the film facilitates cleaning by preventing dirt from adhering to the 
paint. It will keep your vehicle…
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WHY USE THE BODYFENCE F ILM?

TO PROTECT YOUR PAINT
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In accordance with new legal  
requirements, car manufacturers are 
obliged to use water-based paints to 
better preserve the environment. 

These paints are less resistant on the 
surface to scratches or impacts. 

The BODYFENCE paint protection film 
has been developed by HEXIS for long-
term protection.

Thanks to its anti-shock, self-
healing and self-cleaning properties,   
the BODYFENCE protective film  
offers perfect protection.

OUR RANGE

BodyfenceX
Clear gloss

150 µm

BodyfenceP
Clear gloss

180 µm

Bodyfence
Clear gloss

150 µm

BodyfenceM
Clear matt

150 µm

BFBLACK
Deep black gloss

150 µm
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     Following the launch of BODYFENCE (manufactured at our facilities 
in France) five years ago, HEXIS has conquered the PPF market and become a 
key player with more than 21 million m² sold.  
BODYFENCE offers you an incredible protective solution. And today, we are 
introducing an unprecedented new solution!

   There are currently several solutions available to protect your 
bodywork. 
Sealing varnish to protect against scratching and dirt, as well as films protecting 
against stone chips, insects and more. 
Up until now, however, there has been no single solution capable to protect 
your bodywork against ALL external aggressions.

We are proud to present the new
phenomenal and revolutionary

X technology!
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WHAT IS 
X TECHNOLOGY?

X technology is truly unique, with technical specifications that make 
BodyfenceX, BodyfenceP and BFBLACK even more powerful and durable.

  An incredible ability for instant self-healing 
  Increased resistance to hydrocarbon stains

  Improved hydrophobic effect 
  Ultra-gloss finish / Heightened “deep” effect

  High durability / Guaranteed FOR LIFE
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THE BODYFENCE
   PLUS

CHIPPING-RESISTANT
There are a million causes of paint damage from stones  
and gravel to road debris.
Resist the impact from these every day road hazards with  
BODYFENCE.

SELF-HEALING
Should your paint become scratched, the BODYFENCE  
protective film will regenerate with the help of heat from the 
sun or hot water. 
Scratches appear on the car body when using automatic 
mechanical car wash brushes, when rubbing against bu-
shes on road sides, during everyday use or due to an act of  
vandalism.   
All these scratches will disappear from the surface of the  
protective BODYFENCE film thanks to the heat of the sun or 
just rinsing with hot water. Your original paint is preserved… * 
Forever Young!

* Before each application please carefully read the technical documentation available on www.hexis-graphics.com

WITH

WITHOUT
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THE BODYFENCE
   PLUS SELF-CLEANING

The BODYFENCE protective film contains an anti-adhesion 
component. Thus, dust and dirt will adhere much less to the 
car body. 
Cleaning will be less frequent and significantly easier. 

ULTRA TRANSPARENT
The BODYFENCE protective film is a highly transparent film de-
veloped to protect the vehicle without altering its appearance. 
This film is available in both gloss and matt finish.
Hexis BODYFENCE film in matt version will make any paint or 
gloss film matt. 

WITH

WITHOUT
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GLOSS

BodyfenceX
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BLACKLIGHT

BodyfenceP

MATTBFBLACK



www.bodyfence.net/hexis-design
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INCREASE 
PRODUCTIVITY

SAVE MONEY

EASY TO USE

For further information:
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 WHAT IS
HEXIS DES IGN ?
A versatile software containing pre-cut patterns 
for vehicle application.
   2 data bases available :
    - BODYFENCE PPF*
      - WINDOW TINT FILMS 

* Paint Protection Film

MORE THAN 60.000 
VEHICLES AVAILABLE

ANALYTIC DASHBOARD

NO MORE CUTS
ON THE CAR

SAVE MATERIAL
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HEXIS SUBSIDIARY

HEXIS SELECT / AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
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OUTDOOR POLLUTION

Graffiti, water stains, 
dust will damage 
the paintwork

MINOR SCRATCHES

Scratches may occur 
when loading the trunk 

or parking

STRONG SCRATCHES

All types 
of scratches caused 
by sharp objects
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DON’T WORRY ABOUT ALL THESE PROBLEMS ANYMORE, 
JUST CHOOSE OUR PAINT PROTECTION FILM NOW! 

OXIDATION AND 
ACID RAIN

The paint will be 
damaged by acid rain 

and UV rays when the 
car is parked outside

STRONG SCRATCHES

All types 
of scratches caused 
by sharp objects

BIRD DROPPINGS

Bird droppings may 
heavily damage 
your car paint 

GRAVEL

Gravel spread 
onto the car body 

may damage 
the paintwork
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